Hematology/Oncology
Richard Lemons, MD  richard.lemons@imail2.org  (801)662-4733  Primary Children's Hospital
   Jeff Wangsgard, Manager  jeff.wangsgard@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-5540  4th Floor
   Scott Roberts, Clinic Coordinator  scott.roberts@imail.org  (801)662-4703
   Melanie Gauci, Admin Assistant  melanie.gauci@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-4779

Infectious Diseases
Andy Pavia, MD  andy.pavia@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-3825  Williams Building
   Rebecca Rechenmacher, Manager  rebecca.rechenmacher@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor
   Ashley Sachamy, Admin Coordinator  ashley.sachamy@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7418

Inpatient Medicine
Tiffany Glasgow, MD  tiffany.glasgow@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3665  Primary Children's Hospital
   Rachel Hardy, Manager  rachel.hardy@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3657  3rd Floor
   Mary Ann Rackham, Admin Coordinator  maryann.rackham@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3645

Medical Ethics
Jeff Botkin, MD  jeffrey.botkin@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-7171  Medical Ethics
   Shakila Nawaz, Admin Coordinator  shakila.nawaz@utah.edu  (385)216-9604  108 RAB

Neonatology
Bradley Yoder, MD  bradley.yoder@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-5696  Williams Building
   Megan McIntyre, Manager  megan.mcintyre@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-3497  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor
   Kathy Aller, Admin Coordinator  kathy.aller@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-4178

Nephrology
Raoul Nelson, MD  raoul.nelson@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7426  Eccles Outpatient Building
   Rebecca Rechenmacher, Manager  rebecca.rechenmacher@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
   Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator  lindsay.spring.browning@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1657

Neurology
Joshua Bonkowsky, MD  joshua.bonkowsky@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7750  Eccles Outpatient Building
   Alyssa Rimer, Manager  alyssa.rimer@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7745  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
   Channing Jackson, Admin Assistant  channing.jackson@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7763

Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
Nancy Murphy, MD  nancy.murphy@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-9685  Eccles Outpatient Building
   Jason Fox, Manager  jason.fox@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-6480  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
   Lucia Blasko, Admin Assistant  lucia.blasko@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7737

Pulmonary and Sleep Medicine
Brian McGinley, MD  brian.mcginley@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3337  Eccles Outpatient Building
   Amy Amann, Manager  amy.amann@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7645  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
   Ashley Medlyn, Admin Coordinator  ashley.medlyn@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3525

Rheumatology
Antoine Hersh, MD  antoine.hersh@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-4095  Eccles Outpatient Building
   Rebecca Rechenmacher, Manager  rebecca.rechenmacher@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
   Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator  lindsay.spring.browning@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1657

Safe & Healthy Families
Toni Laskey, MD  antoinette.laskey@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3620  Eccles Outpatient Building
   Colby Townsend, Admin Assistant  colby.townsend@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7614  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor

Programs/Enterprises
Academic Enterprise
Nanette Dudley, MD  nanette.dudley@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7540  Williams Building
   Tricia Westbrook, Admin Coordinator  tricia.westbrook@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7406  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor

Clinical Enterprise
John Bohnsack, MD  john.bohnsack@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-5281  Eccles Outpatient Building
   Leigh Fredericks, Administration Manager  leigh.fredericks@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-5281  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
   Justin Alvey, MD, Medical Director  justin.alvey@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1146
   Lucia Blasko, Admin Assistant  lucia.blasko@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7737
   Trevor Slater, Admin Director  trevor.slater@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7692
   Ashley Medlyn, Admin Coordinator  ashley.medlyn@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3525
David Meyers, Associate Director
david.meyers@hsc.utah.edu (801)587-0416
Christie Davis, Prior Auth Supervisor christie.davis@hsc.utah.edu (801)213-7715
Benjamin Bailey, Reception Supervisor benjamin.bailey@hsc.utah.edu (801)587-1470
Omar Sawyer, Triage Manager omar.sawyer@hsc.utah.edu (801)213-7700
Edly Mendez, Clinic MA Manager edly.mendez@hsc.utah.edu (801)587-1684
Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator lindsayspring.browning@hsc.utah.edu (801)587-1657
Lorie Lepley, HIM Manager lorie.lepley@hsc.utah.edu (801)587-0456
419 Wakara Way

Christie Davis, Prior Auth Supervisor
Lorie Lepley, HIM Manager

Benjamin Bailey, Reception Supervisor
Jade Chapman, HIM/Referrals Supervisor

Omar Sawyer, Triage Manager
Kristine Hagen, Scheduling Manager

Edly Mendez, Clinic MA Manager
Tammie Dailey, Scheduling Supervisor

Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator
Lorie Lepley, HIM Manager
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Benjamin Bailey, Reception Supervisor
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Edly Mendez, Clinic MA Manager
Tammie Dailey, Scheduling Supervisor

Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator
Lorie Lepley, HIM Manager

Clinical Trials Office
Mike Dean, MD, MBA, Director
Jan Johnson, Director, Research Admin & CC
Vanessa Bryant, Acct. and Finance Manager
Casi Morales, Contract Manager
Priscilla Rosen, Research Manager
Jaci Skidmore, Business Dev/Quality Dir.
Erin Vanderhoof, Research Manager
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Omar Sawyer, Triage Manager

Edly Mendez, Clinic MA Manager

Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator
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Clinical Trials Office
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Jan Johnson, Director, Research Admin & CC
Vanessa Bryant, Acct. and Finance Manager
Casi Morales, Contract Manager
Priscilla Rosen, Research Manager
Jaci Skidmore, Business Dev/Quality Dir.
Erin Vanderhoof, Research Manager

Naloxone Program
Jennifer Plumb, MD, MPH, Medical Director
Jake Zimmerli, Manager
Lucia Blasko, Admin Assistant

Research Enterprise
Mike Dean, MD, MBA, Vice Chair of Research
H. Joseph Yost, PhD, Vice Chair for Basic Science
Heather Keenan, MD, PhD, MPH, Associate Chair for Research
Jan Johnson, Director, Research Admin & CC
Love Williams, Research Education Manager
Jay Blatchford, Pre-Award Manager

Residency Program/Education
Bruce Herman, MD
Pamela Carpenter, Program Director
Ashley Boyington, Education Manager
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